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Incident Response Preparedness
Cyber Incident Prevention Training, Planning & Support
Incident Response Preparedness is designed to raise your organisation’s resilience in the
event of a breach to minimise the impact of an attack. Pre-breach preparation is key.
Assessing your capacity for managing an incident and setting the processes and training
in place to manage them before they happen, are core to the ZeroDayLab approach for
incident management. From Assessments to Runbook Creation to Training and
Intelligence, preparing for the attack before it strikes protects business continuity and
reduces the level of fines that could be incurred.

Only 13% of organisations have a cyber security incident management plan in place.*
43% of all UK businesses identified at least one breach or attack in the last 12 months.*

Assess

Prepare

How ready is your organisation for an
attack? Get attack-ready by assessing
the process and response gaps in
your business - before an attack
happens.

Reduce the impact of an attack through
training
and response
planning.
Identify attack scenarios and define
processes for response, tailored to
your organisational needs. Train
team
members
from
across
departments, from Security and IT to
the Board & Communications, to work
in a cohesive unit to help you protect
your customers and
financial and
reputational position.

Ideally assessments should take
place on an annual basis to
accommodate for team and business
structure changes. These include:

Annual Incident Response
Assessments

Runbook Creation & Training

Digital Forensics Readiness

Incident Management Training

Cyber Threat Assessments

Incident Response Scenario
Training

*Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2018 - DCMS, Her Majesty’s Government
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Incident Response Preparedness
For on-going resilience, annual plans help businesses ensure that their incident planning
and preparation stays current with changes in business strategy, departments and teams.

PRE-BREACH
GOLD

Administration of contracts & registration of key contacts
plus Pre-Breach Annual Assessments
• Digital Forensics Readiness

PLATINUM

• Incident Response Assessment

Administration of contracts & registration of key contacts
plus Pre-Breach Annual Assessments
•
•
•
•

Digital Forensics Readiness
Incident Response Assessment
Multi-departmental Incident Response Training
Cyber Threat Assessment
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